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We merge FBI data on homicides in Massachusetts between 1976 and
1984 with the corresponding Boston Globe articles covering those
homicides to study how the race, age, and sex of homicide victims
and offenders interact to shape media coverage—both the quantity of
coverage (number of articles written) and the quality of that coverage
(use of humanizing language, determined through content analysis
assisted by automated natural language processing). Our analysis,
which controls for a battery of homicide-specific factors, reveals a
rich pattern of differential media coverage of victims from different
groups and subgroups. Specifically, we document that: (i) among
male victims, the probability of humanizing coverage is substantially
higher for whites than for blacks, with a statistically significant dif-
ference of 30 percentage points for juveniles (<18) and a statistically
significant difference of between 10 and 15 percentage points for all
other age groups; (ii) there is no statistically significant difference
in the quantity or quality of coverage across races among female
victims, except those between the ages of 18 and 29, among whom
blacks are significantly less likely to receive humanizing coverage
than whites; (iii) both female and juvenile victims tend to receive more
coverage on average, and this coverage tends to be more humanizing
when it occurs; and (iv) demographic characteristics of the offender
do not appear to significantly influence coverage after controlling for
other homicide-specific factors such as weapon, circumstances, etc.

Media distortion analysis | Natural language processing | Intersectional
analysis | Ideal victim theory

Crime stories make up 10-50% of all newspaper articles (1),
with disproportionate attention devoted to stories about

homicide in particular despite its relatively low prevalence (2).
Among homicides, the quality and quantity of coverage varies
substantially, and this variation in coverage is likely to relate
systematically to the characteristics of the individuals involved
in nuanced ways that have important social implications (1, 3,
4). For example, depictions of crime in newspapers can provoke
public anxieties and direct those anxieties towards certain
groups (5, 6), change jurors’ decisions and trial outcomes (7),
and affect attitudes of law enforcement officials towards both
victims and perpetrators of crime (8, 9). Furthermore, in
addition to influencing public perceptions and treatment of
different groups, discrepancies in coverage of homicide also
reflect the complex social forces from which they emanate.

Societal attitudes towards victims are affected by whether a
victim fits the “ideal victim” prototype (weak, vulnerable, etc.)
(10). Empirical evidence has shown that, when describing ideal
victims, more sympathetic language is used (11, 12) and, in the
case of newspaper reports of homicide, there is an increased
level of coverage and sympathy (13). Principal among the
characteristics influencing whether a victim is perceived as

an ideal victim are demographic factors such as the victim’s
age, race, and sex (14) as well as the interactions between
such factors. It is therefore important to analyze ideal victim
typifications through an intersectional lens (12, 15). Failing to
do so risks flattening both the lived experience of certain groups
and our understanding of the complexity of the operative social
forces. Accordingly, this paper aims to paint a nuanced picture
of how demographic factors interact to shape the qualitative
and quantitative coverage afforded to victims of violent crime.

We are not the first to study differential media coverage
across demographic or socioeconomic groups. An important
existing literature has sought to analyze media distortions by
measuring, e.g., differences in news coverage of crime based on
characteristics of victims and offenders (16–21). The studies
that comprise this literature can be understood as varying
principally along three dimensions: (i) How media coverage
is measured, (ii) which demographic groups are considered in
the analysis, and (iii) data availability, including which other
homicide-specific factors the analysis is able to control for
(and thus the plausibility of a causal interpretation), which
homicides are chosen for analysis (and how they are matched
with media coverage), and the geographic scope of the analysis.

Regarding the first dimension, measurement of coverage,
coverage is traditionally measured through readily available
quantitative metrics, such as whether or not any articles are
written, the number of articles written, or an article’s “promi-
nence,” (defined variously as the total number of words, col-
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umn length, or where the article appears within the paper).
However, several important recent papers have instead ap-
plied content analysis to understand the qualitative nature
of homicide coverage (22), focusing on whether offenders and
victims are described in positive or negative terms (23–26)
or coding articles according to a strict standardized criterion,
such as the number of close relations of the victim (e.g., family,
friends, etc.) mentioned in the article (26). Regarding the
second dimension, demographic groups considered, the most
common finding in this literature has been reduced coverage
of black victims, usually without a distinction between sexes
or age groups. Regarding the third dimension, data availabil-
ity, existing studies usually attempt to match homicide case
reports to specific news articles by searching for victim or of-
fender names based on a single large metropolitan area and its
corresponding major newspaper; what geographic, temporal,
and homicide-specific controls are able to be included in the
analysis varies significantly across studies. As we describe
below, we build on this literature along each of these three
dimensions.

A central contribution of our analysis concerns our approach
to measuring coverage, and specifically how we determine
whether a news article humanizes a victim. Our approach takes
a comprehensive view of the textual content of the articles
in our sample rather than focusing on a single dimension
of humanizing language. We do this by applying natural
language processing (NLP) techniques to classify each article as
humanizing or impersonal with respect to a particular victim.
Specifically, our analysis uses GPT-3, a large language model
(LLM) that has been pre-trained with 300 billion tokens on 45
terabytes of data obtained from a variety of sources including
books and public web pages (27).∗ The value of language
models in text classification lies in their ability to derive
meaning out of precise textual context (31), thus affording a
great deal of flexibility in determining whether or not language
is humanizing.†

A second central contribution of our analysis concerns how
we understand the role of demographics in governing media
coverage: we focus on the importance of understanding dif-
ferential media coverage of crime through an intersectional
lens. To do this, our regression analysis explicitly accounts for
how race, age, and sex all interact to shape media coverage.
Put differently, our analysis allows us to observe the effect of
race on media coverage within age-sex cells, and thus paints a
nuanced picture of how media coverage differs across groups.
This is important because it avoids flattening the experience
of broadly defined groups as discussed above, but also because
it provides much richer empirical discipline needed to discrim-
inate between various sociological theories of media coverage
and crime.

Finally, our analysis is built around a new dataset that we
construct from the FBI’s Supplementary Homicide Reports
(SHR) database and the universe of Boston Globe articles
between 1976 and 1984. This allows us to include nearly all
homicides in an entire state, and to match those homicides to
nearly all corresponding articles in a major regional newspaper.
Furthermore, in addition to the demographic information
described above (both for victim and offender), the FBI’s SHR
data includes detailed information on the circumstances of

∗NLP has shown utility in automating and standardizing content analysis (28–30).
†A language model predicts the most likely next words to follow given a previous text, based on

examples given during the model’s training phase.

each homicide, as well as when and where it occurred. This
allows us to control for a wide range of factors that might
otherwise confound our analysis of how demographics affect
media coverage of crime.

Study design

Overview. We examine demographic correlates of newspaper
coverage of homicides occurring in Massachusetts between
1976 and 1984. Homicide data, including date as well as
demographics of both victims and suspected offenders, when
known, is obtained from the publicly available FBI crime data.
We match individual homicide reports to articles published
in the Boston Globe morning editions about each homicide
and determine whether each resulted in one or more published
articles. Using NLP, we determine whether the newspaper
articles include humanizing details about the victims or simply
provide basic information in an impersonal way. We apply
a suite of general linear models to identify the relationship
between demographic factors and the amount and quality of
coverage.

Homicide data and news articles. The universe of homicides
available for our study includes all homicides reported any-
where in Massachusetts in the years 1976-1984. Rather than
relying on police records from individual localities, we utilize
data from the SHR (32), which captures homicide data from
all local and state jurisdictions. The location and particular
years were selected because they represent the confluence of
dates between when case-level information is published in the
SHR (starting in 1976) and when the digitized textual tran-
scripts of the article content of a major regional newspaper
(Boston Globe) were available in bulk format for data mining
(through 1984).

Table 1. Summary statistics by victim age, sex, and race

Male Female
White Black Other White Black Other

<18
Pr(Humanized) 0.70 0.56 0.85 0.91 0.67
Articles/homicide 3.14 1.67 5.76 10.00 1.67
Homicides 84 33 0 68 15 3

18-30
Pr(Humanized) 0.47 0.27 0.67 0.68 0.45 1.00
Articles/homicide 2.29 1.19 2.12 3.77 2.16 3.50
Homicides 339 168 8 114 44 2

30-49
Pr(Humanized) 0.59 0.34 1.00 0.78 0.80 0.75
Articles/homicide 3.23 1.10 7.38 2.52 2.16 1.75
Homicides 337 126 8 79 25 4

50-69
Pr(Humanized) 0.61 0.38 1.00 0.63 0.75 1.00
Articles/homicide 1.45 1.22 4.00 1.33 0.86 7.00
Homicides 143 36 2 64 7 1

Our analysis includes each of the 1,800 Massachusetts homi-
cides reported in the SHR as well as every newspaper article
published in the Boston Globe for that time frame (1,215,056
articles, including non-news items such as advertisements and
stock quotes). We develop and test a filtering algorithm to
automate the identification of Massachusetts homicide (MH)
articles, based on keyword/phrase matching of language related
to homicides, Massachusetts locations and neighborhoods, and
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James Santos, 28, of 17 Horan Way,
Jamaica Plain, was killed early Sunday
morning after an argument with 20-year-old
James Abernathy of Roxbury. Santos was
stabbed in the abdomen and taken to Carney
Hospital, where he was pronounced dead at
1:58 a.m. His sister Nina Santos was treated
for bruises at the same hospital and later
swore out a complaint against Abernathy
for assault and battery. Abernathy was
taken to Charles Street Jail, where he was
ordered held without bail. A hearing was set
for Nov. 28 at Roxbury District Court.

The following is a newspaper article that may
include unrelated stories mixed together:

< Original news article text > 

Create a text that only includes every piece
of information in the article that refers to
the victim <Victim name>, especially any
facts about <Victim name>'s life, occupation,
family, and relationship before the incident:

GPT-3 Initial Output: 

 Initial Prompt:

Extract Summary of Victim 

The following text includes information about
homicide victim <Victim Name>:

Rewrite text after removing age, gender,
address, and information about the suspect:

GPT-3 Second Output: 

 Second Prompt:

James Santos was killed early Sunday
morning after an argument with another
person. Santos was stabbed in the abdomen
and taken to Carney Hospital, where he was
pronounced dead at 1:58 a.m. His sister
Nina Santos was treated for bruises at the
same hospital and later swore out a
complaint against the other person for
assault and battery. The other person was
taken to Charles Street Jail, where they were
ordered held without bail. A hearing was set
for Nov. 28 at Roxbury District Court.

Modify Extract 

Articles about homicide victims are
humanizing when they focus on their lives,
such as their occupations, relationships and
families. Articles are impersonal when they
focus only on what happened and the 
criminal's background. An expert editor is
asked to evaluate this article based on these
definitions and provide an opinion on whether
the article is humanizing or impersonal.

Summary: "Raymond Johnson was a man who lived
with his companion, Carol Ross. On the day of
his death, he was shot once in the chest and
was found by police on the floor of his
apartment."
Response: Impersonal, because it only
mentions what happened
 
Summary: "George Healey was a homicide victim
who had been boarding in the home for 15
years. The 100-pound Healey's favorite
pasttime was fishing in the nearby
Connecticut River."
Response: Humanizing, because it mentions the
victim's pastime
 
Summary:
Response:

GPT-3 Final Output: 

 Third Prompt:

Impersonal, because it only mentions what
happened

Response: 

Classify Article 

<Initial Output Text > 

<Second  Output Text > 

Fig. 1. GPT-3 prompt text and sample responses. Text in black background is actual response from GPT-3 for each of the three prompts. <Original news article text> is replaced
with the full text of the news article. <Victim name> is replaced by the victim’s full name. <Initial Output Text> in the second prompt is replaced by the full text response of the
first prompt. <Second Output Text> in the third prompt is replaced by the full text response of the second prompt.

article types. The algorithm is calibrated to identify all possi-
ble MH candidates even though some of the articles initially
identified may be false positives due to the use of similar lan-
guage, requiring further manual filtering to finalize the MH set.
We then test the final algorithm against a randomly selected
set of articles labeled as MH or not MH by a human reader,
demonstrating 100% sensitivity and 98.2% specificity. The
algorithm identified 22,640 of the 1.2 million articles as be-
ing potential MH, and subsequent manual inspection reduced
the potential set down to a final confirmed set of 5,042 MH
articles.

Using the demographic and crime detail information in the
articles, we then manually match each one of the confirmed
MH articles to one or more MHs from the SHR. 835 articles
that referred to pre-1976 MH are removed from further con-
sideration. Of the remaining articles, 988 are unable to have
any homicide record assigned to them because they represent
homicides that were clearly not in the SHR database, or the
article is so vague that there is not enough information to
assign it to a particular homicide. The final count of articles
positively matched and assigned to one or more SHR entries
is 3,219, with a total of 1,071 homicides matched to one or
more articles.

Humanizing coverage. Our analysis takes a broad view of
how media coverage can humanize—or fail to humanize—a
homicide victim by considering both the quantity of coverage
(reflective of the journalistic process at the editorial level) as
well as the nature of the language employed in that cover-
age (reflective of the journalistic process at the level of the

individual author). While the former is straight-forward to
measure (see below), the latter warrants further elaboration.
We consider the language used in an article to be depicting a
homicide victim in a humanizing manner when at least one
news article mentions additional information about the vic-
tim beyond age, race, location, and circumstances of death,
resulting in the victim being presented as a person, not just
a statistic. These details usually include information about
the victim’s occupation, family, background, interests, and/or
personal comments about the victim from family, friends and
neighbors. Impersonal (not humanizing) coverage of the homi-
cide is when only the basic facts of the victim are presented
and no additional background is included.

GPT-3 is used to automate the determination of whether
an article is humanizing or impersonal in its coverage of the
homicide victim. Our prompt strategy involves the use of three
consecutive prompts to the GPT-3 text completion interface
(Figure 1). An initial prompt sends the full article text to
GPT-3 such that the completion text returned is an extract
of the article containing exclusively the information about the
particular victim in question. The second prompt submits
this extract back with a request to summarize it by removing
demographic information such as age and race of the victim, as
well as information about the offender and the circumstances
of the crime itself. The summary returned as completion text
is more precisely focused on personalized victim information.
The third prompt sends the summary from the second prompt,
requesting a final classification as humanizing vs. impersonal
using the few-shot technique. To determine whether an article
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is humanizing, we submit the three prompts to GPT-3 and use
the first word (humanizing or impersonal) of the final response
as the result. For each homicide victim, we consecutively send
each article on that homicide to GPT-3 as outlined above,
until at least one article is determined to be humanizing or all
articles are considered impersonal.

We test the accuracy of GPT-3’s humanizing determination
against a human reader’s ground truth labeling of 100 articles
covering 30 randomly selected homicides, with GPT-3 agreeing
with the human reader for 28 of the homicides (93.3% accu-
racy). Out of the 1,071 homicides with news articles evaluated
for humanization, 602 homicides are classified as humanizing
(56%).

Results

Table 1 reports summary statistics for the combined dataset.
Specifically, within victim age-sex-race cells, the table reports
(i) the share of victims described with humanizing language
(Pr(Humanized)), (ii) the average number of articles per homi-
cide (Articles/homicide), and (iii) the number of homicides
(Homicides).

The goal of our empirical analysis is to use the data de-
scribed above to understand how demographic characteristics
influence the extent to which media coverage conveys homi-
cide victims in a humanizing light. Specifically, the detailed
homicide data from the SHR enables us to study rich interac-
tions among demographic factors. It also allows us to control
for demographic-correlated factors related to the nature of
the homicide that would otherwise be likely to confound an
analysis that only included demographic factors. The human-
izing score that we construct with GPT-3 enables us to study
how the demographic factors interact to shape humanizing
coverage.

The analysis that follows first describes our empirical strat-
egy and then presents three sets of results, each corresponding
to a different measure of humanizing language: Our main
results are based on a composite humanizing score, which mea-
sures the use of humanizing language in the full sample of
homicides, including those receiving no coverage‡ and those
receiving coverage (which we categorize as humanizing or non-
humanizing as described above). Next, we consider a news
prominence score, which measures the quantity of coverage—
i.e., the number of articles written about a homicide, irre-
spective of the nature of the language used in those articles.
Finally, we consider a conditional humanizing score, which
instead measures the quality of coverage—i.e., the likelihood
of humanizing language, conditional on a homicide receiving
coverage.

Empirical strategy. Formally, let hv denote any of the three
measures described above of the extent to which coverage of
victim v is humanizing, and let Xv denote the corresponding
vector of demographic and other controls from the FBI’s SHR
database for victim v, including:

1. Victim demographic controls: Race, sex, and age;

2. Offender demographic controls: Race, sex, and age;§
‡An absence of coverage is deemed to be non-humanizing.
§We include an indicator for whether or not a murder was solved, which is implicitly an offender

demographic control because, if a homicide is unsolved, no offender demographic information is
available.

3. Homicide controls: Weapon, relationship between
victim/offender, specific circumstances of the homicide
(e.g., gang-related), whether there were multiple victims,
and whether there were multiple offenders;

4. Time (month-by-year) and county fixed effects.

For all three measures of humanizing coverage, we estimate
the relationship between hv and Xv within a generalized linear
regression framework, i.e.

E[hv|Xv] = f−1(X ′
vβ)

where β is the vector of coefficients we seek to estimate and f
is the link function mapping Xv to the conditional mean of
hv.

Composite humanizing score. Our main results are based on
the composite humanizing score (hv = hcomp

v ), which we define
as an indicator variable that takes on a value of one if at
least one article using humanizing language is written about
homicide victim v and zero otherwise:

hcomp
v =

{
0 No humanizing articles (incl. no articles)
1 At least one humanizing article

Thus, there are two ways in which a homicide victim can
fail to be humanized: Either no article is written, or at least
one article is written but none uses humanizing language.

We begin with a simple analysis in which we only consider
a subset of demographic controls—victim/offender race and
sex—thus neglecting age as well as potentially important in-
teractions among these variables, to which we return below.
Table 2 reports the results from this analysis. The first two
columns correspond to estimation of a simple linear proba-
bility model (f−1(X ′

vβ) = X ′
vβ) to facilitate interpretation

of parameters, and the second two columns correspond to
estimation of a Probit model (f−1(X ′

vβ) = Φ(X ′
vβ), where Φ

is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal
distribution). Within each functional form specification, we
report results when the model is estimated only with demo-
graphic controls as well as with the full set of controls listed
above.

The results reveal three important insights into how hu-
manizing coverage varies across demographic groups. First,
referring to the results from the linear probability model, on
average black victims are between 15 and 18 percentage points
less likely to receive humanizing coverage than white victims
(first row). Second, on average female victims are between 13
and 17 percentage points more likely to receive humanizing
coverage than male victims (second row). Both results are
significant at all conventional levels and robust to the inclu-
sion of a rich set of controls and fixed effects. Third, in the
models that fail to control for non-demographic factors (first
and third columns), there is a significant positive relationship
between an offender being black and humanizing coverage of
the victim—homicides committed by black offenders appear to
be roughly eight percentage points more likely to be described
in a way that humanizes the victim than those committed
by white offenders. However, when we account for the rich
set of homicide-specific controls included in the FBI data, as
well as time and locality fixed effects, this effect shrinks dra-
matically in magnitude and ceases to be distinguishable from
zero. This observation highlights the importance of controlling
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Table 2. Determinants of Humanizing Coverage of Homicide

Lin. Prob. Model Probit Model

Dem. Full Dem. Full

Victim

Black -0.18∗∗∗ -0.15∗∗∗ -0.53∗∗∗ -0.53∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.10) (0.11)

Female 0.13∗∗∗ 0.17∗∗∗ 0.35∗∗∗ 0.61∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.07) (0.10)

Offender

Black 0.08∗∗ 0.04 0.23∗∗ 0.16
(0.04) (0.04) (0.11) (0.13)

Female -0.04 0.03 -0.13 0.10
(0.04) (0.04) (0.13) (0.16)

Controls/FE

Unsolved 0.12 -0.01 0.44 -0.05
(0.15) (0.17) (0.59) (0.61)

Mult. victims 0.25∗∗∗ 0.86∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.17)

Mult. offenders 0.04 0.17
(0.04) (0.14)

Weapon (FE) × ×

Circum. (FE) × ×

Relation (FE) × ×

County (FE) × ×

Time (FE) × ×

Observations 1682 1682 1680 1629
Adjusted R2 0.033 0.169

Robust standard errors in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
FE indicates inclusion of fixed effects for the corresponding variable.
The sample consists of all homicides with a black or white victim under 70 years of
age. Sample sizes differ across specifications because, as is well known, perfect
predictors can lead to numerical problems in maximum likelihood estimation. As a
result, these predictors and their associated observations are automatically dropped
in the estimation procedure (as is the default behavior of most statistical packages).

for non-demographic factors that are likely to be correlated
across demographic groups when analyzing the determinants
of media coverage of crime.

While the analysis in Table 2 sheds important light on
some demographic determinants of humanizing coverage of
homicide, it fails to account for the rich ways in which intersec-
tional demographic factors interact to shape that coverage.¶
Accordingly, we re-estimate the fourth specification in Table 2,
augmented with fully-interacted indicators for race, age, and
sex.‖ To facilitate exposition of the results, Figure 2 plots the
predicted probabilities of humanizing coverage disaggregated
by race, age, and sex. Specifically, the left panel plots the
predicted probability of humanizing coverage for white and

¶ Indeed, including age and demographic interactions in the regression in Table 2 increases the
adjusted-R2 by more than 15%.

‖Throughout the analysis, we focus on black and white victims under the age of 70 and partition
victims and offenders into four age groups: children (< 18), young-adult (18-29), middle-aged
(30-49), and older (50-69). Other groups do not contain enough observations for identification.
Additionally, an interesting extension of our emphasis on demographic interactions would be to
study whether there are important interactions between demographic characteristics of victim and
offender. Unfortunately, our sample size is too small to meaningfully identify such effects, but we
view this as a fruitful avenue for future work.

black male victims by age, and the right panel does the same
for female victims.∗∗ Table 3 reports formal tests of equality of
the predicted probabilities for black and white victims within
each age-sex cell.

The results in Figure 2 reveal a much richer and more
nuanced picture of how demographics interact to shape media
coverage of crime compared with Table 2. First, among male
victims, the probability of humanizing coverage is significantly
higher for white victims than for black victims in all age
categories, with the greatest difference among juveniles (30
percentage points) and an average difference of between 12 and
16 percentage points for all other age groups. As may be seen
in Table 3, all of these differences within age groups are sta-
tistically significant at the 5% level, and all but the difference
within the 50-69 year old category are statistically significant
at the 1% level.†† Second, the same pattern does not hold
for females: in general, there is not a statistically significant
difference between white females and black females. However,
a difference does emerge among young-adult females, in which
case white victims are 23 percentage points more likely to re-
ceive humanizing coverage than black females. Third, females
generally receive more coverage than their male counterparts,
regardless of age. Finally, young males (18-29) of both races
are less likely to be covered in a humanizing light than their
older or younger counterparts.

In the SI Appendix, we report results for various robustness
tests of our main specification in Figure 2. Specifically, Figure
S1 replaces our relatively coarse county fixed effects with
much more granular FBI agency fixed effects, thus providing
a better control for geographic variation; Figure S2 trims our
sample to exclude outlying homicides—those about which
more than 20 articles were written—which could potentially
be driving our results; and Figure S3 excludes homicides that
occurred during 1984, since we are unable to obtain newspaper
articles written after 1984 which could potentially concern
homicides occurring during 1984.‡‡ Reassuringly, none of
these alternative specifications materially change our results.

The dependent variable in our analysis to this point—the
composite humanizing score—implicitly reflects two ways in
which media coverage can humanize a victim: through the
quantity of coverage (e.g., whether or not an article is written
about a homicide irrespective of the language of the reporting)
and through the quality of that coverage conditional on an
article being written. Below, we study these two sources of
humanizing coverage in greater detail.

News prominence score. Because we have linked homicides
from the FBI’s SHR database to all corresponding Boston
Globe articles covering those homicides between 1976 and 1984,
we are able to measure the number of articles written about
any given homicide. This represents a natural alternative
measure of humanizing media coverage—over the course of
multiple articles, a richer and more complex picture can be
painted of a victim than would be possible in a single article

∗∗Predictive margins are computed by integrating over all covariates distributed as observed in the
data.

††Note that overlapping confidence intervals in Figure 2 need not indicate a statistically insignificant
difference. See the case of 50-69 year old males for a case in which the 95% confidence intervals
overlap but in which the difference is significant at the 5% level.

‡‡ In principle, articles may have been written after 1984 about homicides that occurred in 1983, 1982,
etc., although this is unlikely to be a significant issue since the vast majority of articles written about
homicides were written shortly after the homicide occurred. We thus view dropping all homicides
that occurred during 1984 from the sample in this robustness check as a conservative test.
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Fig. 2. Predicted probabilities of humanizing coverage by race, age, and sex with 95% confidence intervals. Results are computed from a Probit regression model including fully
interacted demographic indicators as well as weapon, circumstance, relationship, county, and time fixed effects.

Table 3. Testing significance of black-white differential in composite
humanizing score

∆ (Black-White) Male Female
<18 -0.30*** -0.01

(0.10) (0.12)
18-29 -0.12*** -0.23***

(0.04) (0.08)
30-49 -0.15*** 0.06

(0.04) (0.11)
50-69 -0.16** 0.17

(0.07) (0.18)
Standard errors in parentheses.
∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01

(or, indeed, no articles)—reflective of the editorial decision-
making process. Accordingly, we define the news prominence
score (hv = hprom

v ) as the number of articles written about a
given homicide:

hprom
v = # of articles

and estimate a Poisson regression (f−1(X ′
vβ) = exp(X ′

vβ))
where the dependent variable is now hprom

v . The set of explana-
tory variables Xv is identical to those used in the analysis
in Figure 2. Figure 3 summarizes the predicted number of
articles written, broken down again by race, sex, and age,
and Table 4 reports formal tests of equality of the predicted
number of articles for black and white victims within age-sex
cells.

With this alternative measure of humanizing coverage, we
observe some similarities as well as some important differences
relative to the results described above. Among the important
similarities are systematically more coverage of white victims
than black victims among males, virtually no racial discrepancy
at any age among females, and the tendency for young black
males (18-29) to receive less coverage than all other groups.

However, when the dependent variable is the number of articles,
the gap between males and females is substantially larger than
previously. Moreover, there is no gap between white and black
coverage of females at any age group, whereas the difference
between white and black males is only robustly significant
among young (18-29) and middle-aged (30-49) males (second
and third rows of Table 4). The gap between black and white
male children is once again the most pronounced, but the
difference in this case is not significant (first row of Table 4).

Conditional humanizing score. Our third and final approach to
understanding what determines humanizing language focuses
strictly on the language used in the articles rather than the
probability of coverage or the number of articles. Accordingly,
we define the conditional humanizing score (hv = hcond

v ) as
the probability of humanizing language conditional on at least
one article being written:

hcond
v =

{
0 No humanizing articles | ≥ 1 article
1 At least one humanizing article | ≥ 1 article

and estimate a Probit model (f−1(X ′
vβ) = Φ(X ′

vβ)) where
now the dependent variable is hcond

v and we thus restrict atten-
tion to only those homicides about which at least one article
was written. Furthermore, in addition to the standard set of
controls used in Figures 2 and 3, we also control for the total
number of articles written about a homicide, which will tend
to be mechanically correlated with our dependent variable due
to our approach to coding humanizing articles (see Materials
and Methods section for details). Figure 4 reports the results
from this analysis (analogously to Figures 2 and 3) and Table
5 reports formal tests of equality of the predicted probabilities
for black and white victims within age-sex cells (analogously
to Tables 3 and 4).

The results in Figure 4 and Table 5 add yet another layer
of nuance to our understanding of the determinants of human-
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Fig. 3. Predicted number of humanizing articles by race, age, and sex with 95% confidence intervals. Results are computed from a Poisson regression model including fully
interacted demographic indicators as well as weapon, circumstance, relationship, county, and time fixed effects.

Table 4. Testing significance of black-white differential in news promi-
nence score

∆ (Black-White) Male Female
<18 -2.29 0.52

(1.58) (3.34)
18-29 -1.07*** 0.10

(0.31) (1.74)
30-49 -0.81** 0.62

(0.38) (1.50)
50-69 -0.02 0.06

(0.45) (0.80)
Standard errors in parentheses.
∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01

izing coverage. Specifically, we now observe patterns that are
qualitatively quite similar to the patterns that we observed in
Figure 2: A marked gap between humanizing coverage of black
and white male victims with young males (18-29) receiving
less coverage than other age groups and no universal difference
between the language used to describe black and white female
victims. Notwithstanding this second observation, and also
similar to Figure 2, we see a pronounced racial gap among
young (18-29) females, although in this case the gap is not
statistically significant whereas it was in Figure 2. On the
other hand, the gap between males and females of all ages is
somewhat diminished relative to what we see in Figure 2, and
the pervasive black-white gap among males that was significant
for all age groups in Figure 2 is now only robustly significant
among young (18-29) and middle-aged (30-49) males, similar
to the results in Figure 3 and Table 4.

Discussion

Our study provides robust empirical support for the hypothe-
sis that newspaper depictions of homicides disproportionately
humanize victims of certain demographic groups more than

others. Our data does not support the idea that newsworthi-
ness is mostly explained by an event’s rarity. Although the
observed greater degree of humanizing coverage of juvenile
victims can be understood as a natural consequence of the
relative infrequency of juvenile homicides, this explanation
does not account for what we observe when comparing juvenile
homicide coverage of young males by race: white male juve-
niles are much more likely to be humanized than black male
juveniles despite the fact that there were almost three times
as many white juvenile victims as there were black juvenile
victims.

Differences across demographic groups are brought into
sharp contrast when measured intersectionally. Across age
groups, we observe significantly less humanizing coverage for
black male victims as compared to white males, while white
female victims overall are not more likely to be humanized
than black female victims. However, when we account for
differential effects across age groups, significant differences are
seen between certain groups: black females between 18 and 29
are significantly less likely to be humanized than white females
of the same age. Moreover, while black males are humanized
less across all age groups, the gap is largest for juveniles.

These findings are consistent with ideal victim theory:
young people are seen as more vulnerable, while being a black
victim counteracts this by being seen as aggressive or strong.
While age, sex, and race all influence societal perceptions of
innocence and vulnerability, they act in different directions
across groups. Our results can be understood as reflecting iden-
tified stereotypes towards black females and males; younger
black females, for example, are masculinized and seen as strong,
falling into the “Jezebel” or “strong black woman” trope, while
older black females instead fall into the “mammy” stereotype,
which is associated with caring and motherhood. Similarly, for
males, the largest difference in the humanizing probability is
between black and white juveniles. This is the most vulnerable
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Fig. 4. Predicted probability of at least one humanizing article, conditional on at least one article being written, by race, age, and sex with 95% confidence intervals. Results are
computed from a Probit regression model including fully interacted demographic indicators as well as weapon, circumstance, relationship, county, and time fixed effects.

and innocent age group, so the observed difference is consistent
with dehumanizing perceptions of black boys in particular as
older, stronger, and less innocent (33).

Table 5. Testing significance of black-white differential in conditional
humanizing score

∆ (Black-White) Male Female
<18 -0.22 0.19

(0.13) (0.12)
18-29 -0.15** -0.14

(0.06) (0.11)
30-49 -0.19*** 0.12

(0.07) (0.13)
50-69 -0.12 0.25

(0.12) (0.20)
Standard errors in parentheses.
∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01

Ideal victimhood thus provides the most consistent expla-
nation of the humanization patterns we observe in our data.
Children are the most ideal victims and thus they are the
most likely age group to be humanized, followed by the elderly.
Females are perceived as weaker, more innocent, and subse-
quently more ideal victims than males and thus they are more
likely to be humanized. When additionally considering race,
we see specific interactions that are also explained by ideal
victim theory—younger adult black females and black males
of all ages, but most particularly young black males, are less
likely to be humanized because they are perceived as stronger,
less vulnerable, and less innocent.

The results also demonstrate the importance of a method-
ological approach to media distortion analysis that combines
the presence/extent of coverage (quantitative measures) with
determination of humanizing language (qualitative measures).
When we use the composite humanizing score, we detect sig-
nificant differences between the humanizing probabilities of

black and white females between 18 and 29, whereas in the
news prominence score regression, which instead considers
article count, we fail to detect this difference. The conditional
humanizing score regression, which considers the humanizing
categorization only among the subset of homicides about which
at least one article is written, predicts a small difference which
is not statistically significant.

Limitations. One potential limitation of our study is inherent
in the lack of a source of crime reports that reliably includes
100% of the homicides in the analyzed location and time period.
We thoroughly search all newspaper articles for MH-related
stories independent of the crime reports, and subsequently
find a number of cases not included in the SHR. This gap has
not usually been identified or measured in media distortion
analysis since the articles are usually found from a search
by victim and/or offender name based on the available crime
reports. Nevertheless, studies of SHR accuracy have validated
their reliability when compared with aggregate data from
the National Vital Statistics System, with the exception of
cities with very low numbers of black homicides (34, 35).
Specifically, some infrequent kinds of homicides, in particular
justifiable homicides (e.g., law enforcement killings of felons
during commission of a crime) show very low rates of inclusion
in SHR (36).

The use of automated content analysis via GPT-3 allows for
more scalable and consistently reproducible determination of
humanizing article language, especially when analyzing large
numbers of articles. Although it eliminates human variance
and coding error, it may introduce biases arising from the
language model itself. This potential for bias has been rec-
ognized by the developers of GPT-3 (27). When GPT-3 was
provided racial cues during prompting, the developers noticed
the resulting text differed in sentiment based on the prompted
race. This was most likely due to the inherent discrepancy in
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depictions of race among the millions of source articles used to
train the model. Our use of GPT-3 does not explicitly provide
race in the prompts and also removes whatever references to
demographic characteristics may be in the article during the
second prompt (Figure 1), so the final determination of hu-
manization is as race- and age-agnostic as possible. Gender is
harder to remove completely from the prompts because of the
associated pronouns and the presence of gender-specific names
(this may also be an issue with race to a much smaller extent).
In addition to making the prompts neutral, we also do not
ask GPT-3 to generate new language, only to summarize and
extract information from existing articles, as well as to make a
final determination. Future studies should explore the effects
of artificially adding, removing, or changing racial depictions
in prompts on GPT-3 humanization classification accuracy.

Finally, the usual qualifications regarding internal and ex-
ternal validity apply to our study. In terms of internal validity,
we emphasize that our estimates do not necessarily imply a
causal relationship between a victim’s demographics and hu-
manizing coverage. While inclusion of the rich set of interacted
demographic controls and non-demographic fixed effects made
available in the SHR helps to account for the possibility of
correlated confounding factors explaining the demographic
patterns we observe, we cannot rule out that other such fac-
tors may be unobserved and driving the relationships we find
in the data. In terms of external validity, our study focuses
on a specific region and time period—Massachusetts in the
1970s and 1980s. As discussed above, while the fact that the
patterns of disparate coverage that we document are consistent
with various identified stereotypes is suggestive of the broad
relevance of our results, it is nevertheless possible that different
social forces may be operative in different time periods and
regions. Accordingly, we hope future research will apply our
methodology to study disparate media coverage in different
localities and time periods.

Conclusion

We document significant differences in both the quantity and
quality of media coverage of homicide across victims from
different demographic groups, with stereotypical ideal victims
more likely to be humanized than those considered non-ideal
victims. Average differences across races are large and pro-
nounced, with black victims receiving significantly less cover-
age than white victims, consistent with historical stereotypes
surrounding innocence and blackness. Yet once we allow for
differential effects of race across age groups and sex, we find
that the average effects of race conceal substantial heterogene-
ity across different sub-populations: For example, the fact
that black victims receive less humanizing coverage than white
victims on average is driven almost entirely by males; the only
difference across races among females appears among 18-29
year-olds; and the racial gap among males is twice as large
among juveniles as it is among older age groups.

Our findings thus demonstrate that failing to account for
intersectionality in analyses of media coverage of crime both
risks the erasure of important variation in human experience
across groups and makes it difficult to discriminate between
sociological theories. In addition, our findings demonstrate
how content analysis (facilitated by the use of a state-of-the-
art large language model, GPT-3) can be applied to produce
holistic measures of the extent to which media language is

humanizing and how that language is applied unequally. We
hope that future researchers will learn from these insights and
continue to work towards deepening our understanding of how
the media both reflects and influences how society perceives
members of different demographic groups.

Materials and Methods

Homicides. The SHR data was downloaded from the Murder Ac-
countability Project website (37). It includes individual entries
for each homicide, with year and month of the homicide, victim
demographics, offender demographics if there is a known offender,
the police department that reported the case, and other information
about the homicide such as the method of death (shooting, stabbing,
strangulation, etc.), the offender relationship with the victim, the
kind of weapon, and circumstances of the case (whether it was
related to argument, robbery, drug-related, etc.). The SHR does
not include personal information on the victims or offenders, such
as names or addresses.

News articles. We obtained the text of newspaper articles from the
ProQuest Historical Newspapers database, which includes the dig-
itized text of every Boston Globe article published through 1984,
available in bulk for analysis via Text Data Mining Studio. For
our analysis, we extracted the text of every article published in
the morning edition for the years 1976 through 1984. These text
transcripts were originally produced via optical character recog-
nition from scanned paper copies of the newspapers, and as such
they contained some errors such as misspelled words, occasional
extraneous spaces within the words, uneven sentence formatting,
and lack of paragraph separation. Despite these issues the article
texts were readable and understandable. The article database also
includes additional metadata about each article, including the date,
title, and article type (e.g., news article, advertisement, editorial,
stock quote).

Article filtering. Our automated filtering algorithm included three
main criteria for determining whether an article may be a MH: (1)
article type, (2) presence of keywords or word combinations related
to homicides, and (3) reference to Massachusetts locations. The
article type criteria removed from consideration database entries
such as classified ads and paid birth/death notices. The algorithm
looked for the presence of homicide-related keywords (e.g., “murder,”
“slain”) as well as word combinations (e.g., “shot to death”). It
also ensured the articles referred to homicides in Massachusetts by
ensuring reference to a location from a list of towns, cities, and
counties in Massachusetts as well as neighborhoods and places in
Boston.

Our goal for the algorithm was to ensure it did not miss any MH
articles (false negatives) while reasonably minimizing the number
of non-MH articles it erroneously marked as MH (false positives).
We randomly selected article subsets to measure the algorithm’s
accuracy during the initial development round, three rounds of
algorithm optimization validation, and a final testing round. Articles
for each subset were assigned by randomly picking dates within
the 1976-1984 time span and including in the subset all the articles
for the selected dates. Every article in all the subsets was ground
truth labeled MH/not MH by a human reader, and sensitivity
and specificity of the algorithm results against the ground truth
were computed at the end of each round. The final algorithm
specifications are described in the SI Appendix.

Once the algorithm was finalized it was used to perform the first
pass filter of the full article database. Articles identified as possible
MH by the algorithm were then manually inspected by a human
reader who further filtered the group down to the final number of
validated MH articles used in the analysis.

Homicide matching to articles. Because names of victims and of-
fenders are not included in the SHR, we used information in the
news articles including date and location of homicide, victim and
offender demographics, and other facts such as type of weapon,
circumstances and victim-offender relationship, to identify each
SHR homicide entry by victim name. Based on this we were able to
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determine whether each MH article matched to zero, one, or more
SHR entries. The final multiplicity relationship between articles
and homicides was zero to many in both directions.

Humanizing determination via NLP. Like other similar LLMs, GPT-3
is a pre-trained AI model and thus it does not require large training
sets for classification. We used the few-shot prompt technique (27)
in which, using natural English text, a small number of examples are
provided as a way to “prompt” the model to follow the pattern. To
optimize the accuracy of our prompt design we manually adjudicated
a random subset of homicides with their respective articles as
humanizing or impersonal ground truths and used this validation
set to tweak the prompts and improve the accuracy. Once all
three prompts were deemed to be optimized, we measured the
prompt design’s performance against a randomly selected test set
of homicides for which we manually determined ground truths.

The prompts with the accompanying article or extract
text were submitted via the GPT-3 text completion interface
(https://api.openai.com/v1/completions) using the text-davinci-
002 model with the following interface parameters: temperature =
0, max_tokens = 256, frequency_penalty = 0, presence_penalty =
0. The temperature parameter in particular removes the element of
randomness, guaranteeing the same response after repeated identi-
cal prompts. The Davinci GPT-3 model has an inherent limit of
the length of the text it can analyze. This limit of 4,000 tokens
(each token is a meaningful part of a word; usually 750 words would
average out to 1,000 tokens) includes both the prompt and the
response. There were three homicides in the total set for which one
of their respective articles was so long that we could not evaluate via
GPT-3. For these three homicides we determined their humanizing
classification by human inspection.

Regression analysis. The empirical framework for our regression
analysis is described in the Results section above. Probit regressions
are estimated in Stata 17 using the probit command and Poisson
regressions are estimated in Stata 17 using the ppmlhdfe package
(38).

Data Availability. The final combined dataset, Python code used
for filtering and humanizing determination, along with Stata code
to reproduce all of the statistical analysis, tables, and figures in
the remainder of the paper, has been made publicly available and
is maintained at https://github.com/emily-ocasio/news. For the
news articles, metadata including ProQuest ID, title, date, article
types, and authors is included. Full text of articles cannot be made
freely available due to copyright and can be obtained by licensing
ProQuest Historical Database.
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